**TRAIN ROUTE:** 690yen (one way total), 80min. trip (approx. total including walking/waiting)

- **JR (Japan Railways)** 720 yen (adult) / 300 yen (child)
  - "TOKYO BOUND" OME LINE
  - Take the Ome Line for Ome / Okutama / Kabe / Mitake in order to come back to Fussa without transfer.

**INSTRUCTIONS** (track#s at each point - see the chart above)

- **A** Go to Fussa sta. - 15 min. walk from the Fussa Gate.
- **B** At Fussa sta., purchase 720yen (adult) / 360yen (child) ticket for JR train lines from the vending machine.
  
  From the track #2, take JR OME LINE. If you take "local" (normal) OME LINE, take it to Tachikawa sta. Or in case you take the "TOKYO BOUND" service (Track #1), then you can go to Yotsuya sta. without transfer at Tachikawa sta. (Skip the step C).

  (Both the Special Rapid and Rapid service can be taken).

- **C** At Tachikawa sta., transfer to CHUO LINE and go to Yotsuya sta. (Both the Special Rapid and Rapid service can be taken).
- **D** At Yotsuya sta., transfer to SOBU LINE (towards Chiba / Funabashi) and go to Suidobashi sta.
- **E** At Suidobashi sta., go out the West Exit.

  **TIP!** Pre-purchase the returning trip ticket(s) for JR LINE now so that you don't waste your time for buying it in the post-game-rush (in case a game or event is scheduled at the dome).

  It should take about 5 minutes on foot to the TOKYO DOME. (Dome should be visible).

**Return trip to Yokota**

Please retrace steps, using the bottom-part track#s indicated on the TRAIN ROUTE chart above. (i.e., **Track #2**).

Buy 720yen(adult) / 360yen (child) ticket at Suidobashi sta. If you haven't purchased yet. Take SOBU LINE (towards Mitaka / Shinjuku) to Yotsuya. At Yotsuya, transfer to JR CHUO LINE. At this point, if you can catch one of these "OME-BOUND" CHUO LINE’s (Track #2, #4), take it to Fussa sta all the way without transfer (Rapid / Special Rapid - either one O.K.).

In case you catch "local" (normal) CHUO LINE for Takao / Toyota / Tachikawa, take it to Tachikawa (Rapid / Special Rapid - either one O.K.). At Tachikawa, transfer to OME LINE - take OME LINE for Ome / Okutama / Mitaka / Kabe to Fussa sta. At Fussa sta., go out the East Exit for Yokota AB.